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INTRODUCTION

The Lower Washington Street area

affords Boston an uncommon planning and
development opportunity. It occupies the

critical junction in the city's commercial
spine that will ultimately link Lafayette

Place with Park Plaza. Peppered with a

number of buildings important for their

architecture, historical associations,

location and uniqueness, it is the link

between the bustling Washington Street
retail district and the more formal Back
Bay and Prudential Center. Anchored at

Tremont and Boylston Streets, on the
corner of the Boston Common, it contains
at its center a small but raucous honky
tonk quarter popularly referred to as the
Combat Zone - a loud and unruly tenant in

Boston's renascent Theatre District.

Finally, it confronts the Tufts New England
Medical Center to the south, and lies

squarely in the path of the Chinese community,
expanding from the east.

In short, the Lower Washington Street
area commands a prime location in downtown
Boston, and as a result, is being prodded
and tugged by ever increasing development
pressures from all directions. As the
City's planning and development agency,
the Boston Redevelopment Authority has the
responsibility to promote the revitalization

of this area by structuring these diverse
and sometimes conflicting pressures within
a logical and consistent framework. This
report identifies these external pressures,
describes the physical conditions as they
now exist, and explores alternative programs,
which conclude in a basic planning and

land use policy and general objectives and
guidelines to stimulate the development of

the Lower Washington Street area into an
intense, multi-use community different

from any other in the City.

As an essential part of its planning
function, the BRA is also charged with
assuring that the broadest range of public
and private interests are fully represented
in the planning effort now focused on the
Lower Washington Street area. The guide-
lines contained in this report have been
presented to representatives from the Park
Plaza Civic Advisry Committee, the Chinese
Community, Tufts New England Medical

Center, the Stuart Street Neighborhood
Association, and the Mayor's Theatre
District Committee, for their review and
comment. Each group has expressed its

support for the basic concepts outlined

herein, and has made many thoughtful and
positive suggestions which have been
incorporated into this document. This
open forum will continue, and we welcome
others who share an interest in the reju-

venation of this area to join with us in

its planning.

Robert F. Walsh, Director
Boston Redevelopment Authority
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DEVELOPMENT PRESSURES

Current planning efforts adjacent to

the Lower Washington Street area involve
coordinating of a number of planned and
proposed development projects and the
encouragement of additional new investment,
in order to reduce the overall area's
recent decline. The realization of these
planned projects on all sides of the Lower
Washington Street area will apply enormous
development pressure on the area. Map
No. 2 graphically represents this pressure,
also shown on this map is the development
pressure on the sub-area of Church Green,
which is further discussed in the Appendix
to this report. Major planning issues
center around the desired location, scale

and uses of new development, and the
manner in which this development is inte-

grated with existing uses and structures.
Two planned developments most certain to

have a major impact on the area are the
State Transportation Building, scheduled
for completion in 1980 as an element in

the Park Plaza Urban Renewal Plan, and
Lafayette Place. Also of importance are
the developments of Tufts-New England
Medical Center, the expansion of Chinatown,
and the consolidation of the Theatre
District.

The State Transportation Building and
Park Plaza

The State Transportation Building, an
L-shaped, mid-rise office building with
approximately 600,000 square feet of

office space, a 60,000 square foot walk-
through, street-level shopping arcade and

enclosed parking for 400 cars, will occupy
a site fronting along the new line of

Charles Street and along Stuart Street to

the corner of Tremont. Construction is

epxected to begin this fall.

The State Transportation Building
represents the first phase of the Park
Plaza Project, which includes a mix of

hotel, apartment, office and retail con-
struction covering roughly the area bounded
by Arlington, Boylston, Tremont and Stuart
Streets (excepting the Pinao Row buildings
along Boylston and the Park Plaza Hotel).

This project, when completed, will substan-
tially upgrade and stablize a long-
declining area on the fringe of the downtown.

Lafayette Place

The proposed Lafayette Place project,

jointly sponsored by the City of Boston
and the private development interest of

Sefrius, Inc. and Mondev, Inc., is currently
planned as a hotel/retail complex on the
cleared site bounded by Washington, Chauncy,
Bedford and Hayward Streets. The project

will serve as a major element in the
expansion and renewal of the Washington
Street retail district. It will upgrade
existing retail space, create new retail

and parking facilities, and improve predes-
trian and vehicular circulation, as a

major step towards re-establishing the
area as a regional retail center.
Construction on the first phase below-
grade parking garage is expected to begin
in 1979. The completion of the renovation
of The Corner (the former Gilchrist's
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Key to development pressure Map (#2)

Proposed development :

1. State Transportation Office Building
2. Renovated Music Hall (Metropolitan

Opera Center)
3. Nutrition Center (Department of

Agriculture)
4. Unit 1B Project (Tufts New England

Medical Center)
5. Mason Street Elderly Housing (State

Department Corporation)
6. Paramount Theatre
7. Modern Theatre
8. Lafayette Place (Mondev and Sefrius

Corporation)

Recent development :

9. Biwend doctors building (Tufts-New
England Medical Center)

10. Parking garage (Tufts-New England
Medical Center)

11. Dental and Proger Building (Tufts-New
England Medical Center)

12. Tremont-on-the-Common apartments
13. Boston Edidson sub-station
14. Jordan Marsh
15. Blue Cross/Blue Shield Building
16. 175 Federal Street
17. First National Bank Building
18. Keystone Building
19. Federal Reserve Bank Building
20. Stone and Webster Building

store) on Washington Street into a vertical

shopping arcade is also contributing to

the revitalization of Washington Street.

Tufts New England Medical Center

Two other nearby development projects
are planned or about to get underway which
are associated with the Tufts New England
Medical Center. TNEMC will start construc-
tion this fall on a new hospital wing,
using air rights over Washington Street.

In addition, a center for nutrition research
is being planned on the corner of Kneeland
and Washington Streets. When completed,
these two developments will considerably
expand the market for residential space in

the immediate area.

Chinatown

Boston's Chinatown is the fourth
largest "Chinatown" in the country. In

addition to being the residence for many
Chinese, it is the gathering place and
focal point for the Chinese community in

all of New England. Chinatown is a very
special neighborhood in the heart of

downtown Boston; its unique character adds
decidely to the City's diversity, and it

is an important tourist attraction.

Recent physical changes in the
Chinatown-South Cove community have coincided
with (but are unrelated to) a marked
increase in the number of newcomers from
Taiwan and Hong Kong. This increase has
been the result of recent changes in U.S.
immigaration laws, which now place fewer

9
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restrictions on oriental entrance into

this country. During the past ten years,
more women and children have begun arriving
radically changing the demographic mix in

the Chinese community and creating a

serious demand for additional housing and
services

.

The Theatre District

Theater has played a significant role

in Boston's cultural life for two centuries,
and contributes to the City's reputation
as an innovative and dynamic center for

the performing arts. Although not as
direct a development pressure as Lafayette
Place or the State Transportation Building,
there are a number of planned public and
private improvements within the Theatre
District. At Mayor Kevin White's initiation,

the Boston Redevelopment Authority is

coordinating a program of public improve-
ments in the Theatre District, with emphasis
on pedestrian amentities, which will make
a positive impact of the environment
experienced by theater audiences. In

conjunction with the multi-level, glass-
enclosed atrium surrounded by retail space
in the State Transportation Office Building
and the Music Hall renvoation, new and
reconstructed pedestrian paths will connect
all major theaters, restaurants, and
parking facilities. New lighting fixtures,
signage and information kiosks are planned
to bring additional life to the area.
Finally, projections for Parcel C-4, the
large lot on the corner of Tremont and
Stuart, include ground floor uses that
will complement the pedestrian activity

and unique identity of the District.

The most significant planned develop-
ment in the Theatre District, however, is

the proposed rehabilitation of the Music
Hall. The Music Hall, as it stands, was
built as a lavish movie palace in 1925 and
currently is the host to a variety of

events ranging from rock concerts to

Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite". It is

in line for a $3.5 million renovation of

its interior, a stage expansion and new
dressing-rooms. Located on Tremont
Street just below Stuart, the Music Hall's

conversion into a facility capable of

accommodating the largest touring com-
panies, such as the Metropolitan Opera, is

seen as an important catalyst for the
renewed vitality of the Theatre District

as a whole.

The Washington Street Theaters

The adult uses clustered in the Lower
Washington Street area currently separate
the legitimate Theatre District to the
southwest from a string of magnificent old

theaters, which are now movie houses,
within and to the north of the area.

These elaborate theaters, dating from the
1870's to the early 1930's, served as the
birthplace of vaudeville and were the
focus of Boston's most concentrated theatri-

cal activity after the mid-nineteenth
century. They include the Mayflower (now
the Modern), rebuilt in 1913; the Savoy
(originally the Keith Memorial Theater),
1928; and the Paramount, 1932. Efforts

are being made to modify some of these
ornate theaters to house the performing
arts, which if successful, will serve as

11



one of the stimuli for the revival of the
Lower Washington Street area and the
refurbishing of the remaining movie palaces,
thus effectively tying the two theater
districts together once again into a

single, expansive entertainment area.

12
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A BRIEF TOPOGRAPHICAL HISTORY

The Lower Washington Street area was
originally situated along the narrowing
edge of the Shawmut Peninsula leading out
towards the neck, and was predominantly
rural and sparsely settled throughout most
of the 18th century. Frog Lane (now
Boylston Street) was the only public way
in the area, and the only nearby sites of

any importance were the Common Burying
Ground, set up in 1754 and first called

the South Burying Ground, and the Hollis

Sreet Meeting House, built in 1732.

The first indication of the area's

increasing commercial importance due to

its location along the neck was the location

of the Bulfinch-designed Boylston Market,
a public market and meeting hall, on the
corner of Boylston and Washington Street
in 1810. The construction of a series of

Boston and Providence Railroad Terminals
in Park Square between 1835 and 1900
further increased traffic in the area,

which by mid-century had become built up
with large residential, commercial, and
institutional structures such as the first

Boston Public Library (1855), the Hotel

Pelham (Boston's first 'French Flat') in

1857, and the Masonic Temple in 1864.

While the edges of the Common became lined

with an increasing number of architectural

showpieces, the streets immediately in

back and to the east took on a very different
character. The expansion and displacement
of the commercial district following the
Fire of 1872 forced a southward shift of

the more marginal wholesale and light-

industrial uses such as sweatshops, shoe

stitcheries, and wholesale clothing stores.
Many of these moved to the upper floors of

buildings along and near Lower Washington
Street, forming the present-day garment
district.

Concurrent with the relocation of the
Boston & Providence Railroad terminal to

South Station in 1900, the area south of

the Common began to develop as a theater
district. The third building of the
Hollis Meeting House had been converted to

a theater in 1885, followed by the construc-
tion of the Tremont Theater in 1889, the
Colonial in 1900, the Majestic (now the
Saxon) in 1903, the Shubert in 1910, and
the Wilbur in 1914. The area has continued
throughout this century to be characterized

by a mix of small-scale retail and enter-
tainment uses on the street level, with

office, residential, wholesale, and light-

manufacturing uses above, a diversity
which has its origins in the haphazard
growth of a 19th century commercial city.*

Since 1951, Boston has lost almost

half of its manufacturing activity, or

some 53,000 jobs. As is the case with

most manufacturing areas throughout Boston
and other northeastern cities, the Lower
Washington Street area is still in a state

of transition between its old, thriving
light-industrial use, and a yet to be
consolidated set of new uses.

* Boston Landmarks Commission, Hayden
Building Landmark Study Report ,

September, 1977.
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THE COMBAT ZONE

Prior to 1960, Boston's main adult
entertainment area was located in Scollay
Square and along Cambridge Street in what
is now Government Center. Contrary to the
conventional wisdom, only a small handful
of Scollay Square businesses actually
moved to Lower Washington Street when
Scollay Square was demolished in the early
1960's. Most of them went out of business
or relocated outside of the City.

Following the razing of Scollay
Square, there was a marked increase in

new, adult-oriented activities in the
Lower Washington Street area. This increase
followed on the heels of the area's rapid
decline as a manufacturing district, and
reflected the general growth of adult
bookstores and X-rated movie houses during
the late 1960's and early 1970's.

By 1974, Lower Washington Street
contained a majority of the City's adult
entertainment businesses, all concentrated
in a tight, compact area popularly referred
to as the Combat Zone. In the fall of

that year, the Boston Redevelopment Authority,
in an attempt to curtail the spread of
adult uses to other areas of Boston,
initiated a bold and imaginative amendment
to the zoning code which drew a line

around two blocks on Lower Washington
Street and declared that, from then on,
all new adult uses would be restricted
within that area of the city. Those few
that existed outside this designated area
can continue to operate on the basis of a

'granfather clause', by which uses that
become non-conforming as the result of a

zoning amendment can remain.

The Adult Entertainment District, as
this two block area is officially called,

has been unquestionably successful in

eliminating the spread of adult uses to

other neighborhoods throughout Boston. In

fact, Boston is the only major U.S. city

where adult uses have not spread. Moreover,
since this special district was created in

1974, the number of adult uses within its

boundaries has remained relatively constant
at between 25 and 30.

There are recent indications, however,
that this number is diminishing. Increased
police enforcement and more stringent
control of licensing procedures and regula-
tions have prompted several adult-oriented
businesses to move out of Boston, or to

close down altogether. Two X-rated movie
houses have changed ownership and now
offer more conventional fare. There is

reason to believe that coninued crackdowns
by the police department and the licensing

board will, over time, coax many of the
adult uses out of the city. As the Lower
Washington Street Area begins to be rede-
veloped, those that remain will face stiff

competition from conventional businesses
for scarce ground floor space, and will be
forced to pay considerably higher rents in

order to stay in operation. What ultimate
effect this increased economic pressure
will have on adult uses in the Combat Zone
remains to be seen, but it is believed
that they will continue to move slowly out
of the city.

19



In spite of this decline, the BRA
intends to keep the Adult Entertainment
District designation in this location.

Withdrawing the designation is premature
at this time, since such an action would
not result in the closing of a single

business. Each would be protected by law

as a pre-existing, non-conforming use. At
the same time, suppressing adult uses
altogether is precluded by both practical

and constitutional considerations.

Any new development in the Lower
Washington Street area must therefore take

into account the fact that, although adult

uses are on the decline, they can continue

to exist in the Combat Zone and must be
accommodated. Most importantly, the

Combat Zone should no longer be considered
as an impediment to long-term planning and
real estate investment in the area.
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE AREA

This section identifies the current
strengths and weaknesses of the Lower
Washington Street Area and its surroundings.
Later in the report, a development program
is outlined that can exploit these strengths
in order to further revitalize the area.

Part of the problem, however, is to define

as a matter of public policy, what constitutes

a strength. In the context of this report
and of the Lower Washington Street Area,
the best uses are defined as those which
mutually reinforce one another to produce
the greatest possible mix and vitality in

the area, the most urban of all locations

in Boston.

The description falls into two broad
categories - land use and the physical
worth of existing buildings. In the Lower
Washington Street Area and environs, land

use components include entertainment,
retail, offices, housing, and ethnic and
institutional districts. The built physical
environment is described in terms of

architectural and historic merit, and of

structural and overall physical integrity.

Entertainment use

The entertainment district in this

area of Boston spans from the intersection

of West and Washington Streets to the
north, to Arlington Street to the west.
The mainstays of the district are theaters
which exist at almost uniform intervals

throughout the area and which are shown on
Map No. 4. What was once a coherent group
of theaters serving the needs of Boston's

early 20th century population for vaudeville
and drama has now become segmented into

three distinct sub-districts, with the
original theaters in each sub-district
adapted to specialized markets.

In the heart of the Lower Washington
Street Area is, of course, the Combat
Zone, which is dominated by six theater/
movie houses - the Pussycat, the Center,
the Publix, the Pilgrim, the State and the
Essex. The Pilgrim is used for live

entertainment shows, the Publix and the
Center have recently changed to the showing
of more conventional films, and the remaining
houses show X-rated films exclusively.
Much of the balance of the ground floor

uses in this area is taken up by subsidiary
adult entertainment activities - porno-
graphic book stores, peep shows, and the
bars and fast food outlets that have
sprung up to serve the area.

Further up Washington Street and
opposite the proposed Lafayette Place

development is one of the most interesting

groups of theaters in Boston - the Paramount/
Savoy/Modern complex. Dominating this

group is the Savoy, formerly the B.F.
Keith Memorial Theater, with an elaborate
baroque interior. Interest has been
expressed in purchasing and renovating the
Savoy, and progress is also being made in

renovating the Modern Theater and the
Paramount - the only surviving Art Deco
theater in Boston - back into live enter-
tainment uses.

23
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Key to Entertainment Map (#4)

Legitmate Theatres :

1 . Colonial Theatre
2. Shubert Theatre
3. Wilbur Theatre
4. Music Hall

5. Boston Reportory Theatre
6. Charles Playhouse

Movie Theatres :

7. Sack 57

8. Saxon (formerly the Majestic)

9. Pussycat (formerly the Unique)
10. Center (formerly the Globe)
11. Publix (formerly the Gaiety)
12. Pilgrim* (formerly the Washington St.

Olympia)
13. Essex (formerly the RKO Boston)
14. State (formerly the Park)
15. Astor (formerly the Tremont)
16. Paramount
17. Savoy (formerly the B. F. Keith

Memorial)
18. Modern Theatre

* Live adult entertainment

To the southwest of the Lower Washington
Street Area is what is now conventionally
known as the Theatre District. This is

the district which includes the major
legimate theaters of Boston - the Colonial,

the Shubert and the Wilbur, and two smaller

legitimate theaters - the Charles Playhouse
and the Boston Repertory Company. Also
within this district are the Music Hall,

with its potential after conversion of

accommodating the largest touring companies,
and the Saxon (formerly the Majestic), in

which development interest has also been
expressed. Also of note in the area are
several quality restaurants and lounges
which primarily serve theater patrons. As
previously mentioned, Mayor Kevin White is

committed to a considerable program of

public improvements in this district, the

objective of which is to upgrade the
existing area and to create a safe and
pleasant pedestrian environment that links

parking garages, public transportation
stops, and restaurants with the theaters.

One feature of this program which is about
to be implemented is the partial closure

of LaGrange Street.

The Lower Washington Street Area i:

located between an established theater
district and the Paramount/Modern/Savoy
complex which is trying to re-establish

itself. The entertainment district can
only achieve its original coherence and
strength when the missing link of the
Lower Washington Street Area is itself

revitalized

.
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Retail Use

Boston has, traditionally, two major
shopping districts - the Washington
Street district, anchored by the major
department stores of Jordan Marsh, Filene's,

Woolworth's, Kennedy's, etc., and the Back
Bay, dominated by the stores along Boylston
Street and a secondary shopping route
along Newbury Street. The Faneuil Hall

Market area is rapidly gaining in importance
as the third major shopping area, but not
to the detriment of either the Back Bay or
Washington Street.

The continuing economic health of

both Washington Street and Back Bay retail

is demonstrated, respectively, by the
Lafayette Place proposal, with its 200,000
square feet of retail space, and the
60,000 square foot shopping mall on the
ground floor of the State Transportation
Building. Both of these developments will

extend quality retail use to the very
edges of the Lower Washington Street Area
as shown by Map No. 5. In the description
of the entertainment district, it was
shown how the Lower Washington Street Area
was the missing link between the two
theater complexes. Similarly, the Lower
Washington Street Area is once again a

missing link between two expanding retail

districts. Although it might be argued
that no direct public purpose would be
served by linking the two commercial
districts together to achieve a diagrammatic
continuity of retail uses, it is inevitable
that, with no public improvement or inter-

vention, this retail connection will

eventually be made by private market

development forces. It is therefore
incumbent upon the BRA to develop guidelines
for this linkage, in order to ensure that

other important planning objectives for

the area are met, such as providing for

the continuity of entertainment uses and
maintaining the physical integrity of the
existing area.

Office use

Although it may not be apparent at

first, the Lower Washington Street Area is

predominately office use. Most of the
buildings in the area have an average
height of five stories. The first floors

are, for the most part, occupied by either

adult entertainment or retail activities,

and the upper floors are only useable at

present as office space, albeit of the
lowest quality (manufacturing use in the

upper floors is a function of the past and
housing use, a function of the future).
The office vacancy rate in the Lower
Washington Street Area is one of the
highest in the city (32.9 percent, as

compared to a downtown average of 15.3
percent*), despite the generally low rents
offered (7 percent lower than average
downtown class C office space*). This
high vacancy rate represents unrealized
taxes to the City and underutilization of

the physical resource represented by many
solid buildings. The solution to this

economic drain can only be either the
revitalization of the area to make the
buildings more desirable to office users,
or to change the use altogether, to housing
for example.

* The Office Industry Survey , an Interim
Report, BRA Research Department,
September, 1977.
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Key to major offices Map (#6)

A. Proposed office development in Park
Plaza Urban Renewal Plan,

Arlington/Hadassah sub-parcel
B. State Transportation Office Building
C. Blue Cross/Blue Shield Building
D. First National Bank Building
E. 175 Federal Street
F. Keystone Building
G. Federal Reserve Building
H. Stone and Webster Building

Even if the office vacany rate could
be lowered, the area would still contain
prediminantly third class office space,
first class space being almost the exclusive
domain of modern office buildings.
Construction will begin shortly on modern
offices immediately to the west of the
area (the State Transportation Building),
and has been completed, but at a much
further distance away, to the east (the
South Station area offices). Office

buildings tend to grow around one another,
i.e. Boston's financial district and New
York's Wall Street area. Whether to

encourage this incipient growth from the
State Transportation Building nucleus or

the South Station Area nucleus will be
dealt with in the next section, entitled

"Development Alternatives."

Housing Uses

The Lower Washington Street Area and
environs is not generally perceived as a

residential district, and indeed it is

not. But housing does exist, and success-
fully.*

Perhaps the most surprising residential

building is the former Hotel Touraine at

the corner of Tremont and Boylston. This
building abuts LaGrange, the most notorious
street in the Combat Zone, yet has a high

* The BRA is currently undertaking a

study, called "New Neighborhoods Downtown'
to explore the feasibility of converting
underused or vacant space in downtown
buildings to residential use. The study
has so far identified nine target areas,

two of which overlap or are included in

the Lower Washington Street Area.
29
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Key to housing Map (#7)

A. Proposed housing development in Park
Plaza Urban Renewal Plan, Park
Square sub-parcel

B. Townehouse Apartments (formerly the
Hotel Touraine)

C. Mason St. Elderly Housing (State
Street Development Corporation)

D. Tremont-on-the-Common
E. Chauncy Apartments

occupancy and is filled with residents
who, for the most part, are young profes-
sionals and downtown workers having no
connection with Combat Zone activities.

The building was converted in 1970 to 269
studios and one-bedroom units and still

includes the elegant lobby of the former
hotel .

Two other successful housing develop-
ments in the general area - Tremont on the
Common with 374 units and Chauncy Apartments
with 87 units - both enjoy high occupancy;
the former is largely rented by young to

middle-aged single professionals working
in town and the latter, for the most part,

by senior citizens.

The former Herald-Traveler Building
on Mason Street is being converted by the
State Street Development Corporation to

119 units for the elderly. Finally, a 300
unit luxury apartment tower is planned for

the Park Plaza project and submissions are
expected by interested developers by
June 30, 1978.

These examples of residential develop-
ment are evidence that housing can and
does work in this part of Boston, despite
the negative image of the Combat Zone. If

the Comabt Zone were no longer considered
a threat to new investment, there is every
reason to believe that the demand and the
potential for successful housing would
increase dramatically.
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Districts

The land uses discussed to this point
are generally spread throughout the Lower
Washington Street Area. In addition,

there are some distinct districts and
quasi-legal boundaries that have a bearing
on, and must therefore be included in any
complete description of the area.

Chinatown abuts the Lower Washington
Street Area to the east. Beach Street is

now the main spine of commercial Chinatown,
which is bounded on the north by Essex
Street and to the south by Kneeland Street.

Further south, Chinatown is primarily
residential. Chinatown is one of the
closest knit ethnic communities in Boston,
and as a result, most of the property
within its borders is in Chinese ownership,
which in turn becomes the determining
principle for defining the boundaries of

Chinatown. In the context of this report,

the most interesting Chinatown phenomenon
is its gradual expansion westward towards
Lower Washington Street.

Blocks and buildings recently acquired
by Chinese interests are shown in cross-
hatching on Map No. 8. The boundaries of

Park Plaza, Phase Two, were drawn in 1971,

at what was then the common boundary
between Chinatown and the Combat Zone.
The expansion of Chinatown towards the
Combat Zone since that date is apparent
from the Map.

Land owned by Tufts-New England
Medical Center (TNEMC) and BRA land poten-

tially available to TNEMC is contained
within the boundaries shown on Map No. 8.

This is a 13 acre area which is covered by
a cooperation agreement between TNEMC and
the BRA. At present, all of TNEMC's
anticipated expansion is planned to occur
within this area. There are no known
plans for TNEMC to expand or to acquire
land north of Stuart/Kneeland Streets.

TNEMC's primary interest in the Lower
Washington Street Area is in its revitali-

zation and consolidation, in order to

upgrade and reinforce the institution's

northern edge.

Finally, it must be noted that most
of the Lower Washington Street Area is

still formally part of the Park Plaza

Urban Renewal Plan, legally known as Phase
Two. The justification for including the

area in the Renewal Plan - the complete
demolition of the Combat Zone - has long

since disappeared. The area's inclusion

in an Urban Renewal Plan, on the one hand,
places a responsibility on the BRA to in

fact plan the area, and on the other,

gives the BRA broader than usual power
(eminent domain, design review, etc.) in

controlling and stimulating new and reha-
bilitated development.

Buildigns of Historic and Architectural

Interest

Today there is a much greater awareness
of the resources that a city like Boston
has in its existing stock of buildings.

In an older district like the Lower
Washington Street Area, this resource of

existing buildings is particularly signifi-
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Key to Historic Structures Map (#9)

a. Hotel Touraine
b. Union Warren Building
c. Greek Revival Rowhouse
d. Jake Wirth's Restaurant Buildings
e. Dill Building
f. Greek Revival Rowhouse
g. Hayden Building
h. Greek Revival Rowhouse
i. Greek Revival Rowhouse
j. Lafayette Hotel Building
k Boylston Building
I. Boston Young Men's Christian Union

(YMCU)
m. Masons Building
n. Evans House Hotel Building
o. Tremont/Astor Theatre
p. Bryant loft building

q. Cast-iron facade building
r. Park/State Theatre
s. The Liberty Tree Block
t. High Victorian Mercantile Block
u. Normandie Hotel Building
v. Paramount Theatre
w. Bijou Theatre
x. Keith Memorial/Savoy Theatre
y. Modern Theatre
z. White Building
A. Neo-classical facade building
B.' Renaissance revival facade building
C. Bulfinch Rowhouse
D. Herald-Traveler Building
E. 100 Bedford St. Building
F. The Bedford Building
G. & H. The Church Green Block

cant for two reasons. First, it was the
focal point around which theaters and
vaudeville houses grew at the turn of the
century. Second, ever since Boston started
expanding westward towards the Back Bay,
the area has been the junction of Boston's
main north/south axis (Washington Street)
and its east/west axis (Boylston Street).

The buildings in the area have been
surveyed by the staff of the BRA's
Preservation Department, and those of

importance have been classified by merit,

as shown on Map No. 9*. Four buildings in

the area have recently been designated as

Landmark Buildings. They are all located

in the block bounded by Tremont, Stuart,
Washington and Boylston Street and include
Jake Wirth's Restaurant building, the
Young Men's Christian Union, the Boylston
Building, and the Hayden Building designed
by H.H. Richardson. These buildings
deserve special consideration by virtue of

their Landmark status. Such designations
will help to keep the scale and character
of the Lower Washington Street Area intact,

provide a mechanism to prevent the intrusion

of inappropriate new buildings, and act as

a stimulus to additional growth and new
development in the area.

The remaining buildings of merit in

the area have been classified according to

three categories of priority for retention.

* It should be noted that the area of the
survey in Map No. 10 is limited and no
attempt is made to record buildings of

merit in South Cove, Park Plaza, Chinatown
and the Retail District.
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It can be seen from the accompanying map
how rich the area is in noteworthy structures

The Paramount/Savoy/Modern Theater
complex, including the abutting commercial
buildings, has been proposed for inclusion

in the National Register of Historic

Places as a district. This complex is

unique in its variety of architectural
styles, all of which are included in a

cohesive and tightly-knit block.

The survey does not attempt to make a

comprehensive statement with respect to

all the theaters in the district. Greater
emphasis has been placed on the facades as
opposed to the interiors. As the analysis
of Boston's entertainment district continues,
more research will lead to a better under-
standing of all the theaters, inside and
out. Aside from degrees of architectural
merit, however, this report considers all

of the theaters in the area as an important
resource to the City, and every effort

must be made to preserve them as the
backbone of the entertainment district.

Summary of Area Analysis and Description

Weaknesses: -upper floor office

vacancies
-blighting influence of

adult entertainment
-Combat Zone image
-under utilized land
(surface parking lots) and
buildings (vacant)

Strengths: -housing developments
-theater resources
-concentration of older
buildings of considerable
merit
-peripheral retail

developments

If a serious attempt is made to

retain all or most of the buildings shown
on Map No. 9, then it becomes obvious that
no significant 'free and clear' sites will

be available for the traditional, large-
scale modern development. No longer is

wholesale clearance an option. A complex
and sensitive interweaving of old and new
becomes the only direction planners and
developers can pursue.
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DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Before exploring development alter-

natives, perhaps it should be asked-why
develop at all? Although the Lower
Washington Street Area is already rich in

resources, especially structures of archi-

tectural merit, theatres and location, the
area is in decline, as evidenced by ex-
tensive upper floor vacancies. As the
area begins to turn around, the enormous
development pressure on the periphery and
the availability of land (in the form of

the many surface parking lots) will lead

to development that may not be in either

the area's or the City's interests. In

exploring development alternatives, the
intent is to recognize the inevitability

of new development and its potential for

reinforcing and enhancing the area.

What parts of the area can be de-
veloped? This can be answered by re-

ferring to Map No. 10, which is a com-
posite of all the important structures of

the area. The map includes the buildings
of architectural and historic merit and
the theatres already identified, as well

as many less interesting buildings, which
nevertheless are perfectly sound and
useable. The categorization of these
latter buildings as 'hard' and thus worthy
of rentention is necessarily somewhat of a

subjective judgement. Included in this

judgement, however, is data from the Park
Plaza survey of building conditions, a

visual inspection of the integrity of the
structures and fabric of the buildings,
and an evaluation of their use or re-use
potential. The 'soft' areas or develop-

ment sites then become apparent on the
map, i.e., all the spaces left over. Two
development sites are shown in the Lower
Washington Street Area-No. 2 is in the
middle of what we shall call the LaGrange
Street block and No. 3 is again in the
middle of what shall be called the Avery
Street block. In both blocks these de-
velopment sites are now predominately
surface parking lots.

The possible development uses that
could occur in this area are hotels,

institutional, retail, offices, entertain-
ment and housing. Determination of the
'highest and best 1 use therefore becomes,
in part, a matter of elimination.

Hotels

Although a hotel might be a perfectly
reasonable use for the area, the likelihood

of attracting a hotel developer to this

area is extremely remote. Although the
market for hotel development is quite

strong in Boston at present, there are a

number of competing hotel sites in down-
town Boston. These sites include the
Waterfront, Park Plaza, Lafayette Place,

Copley Square air rights, Broad and Milk

Streets, and South Station. Given the
status of these hotel developments, the
present market would be unlikely to support
an additional hotel directly abutting or
within the Combat Zone.
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Institutional

The obvious institution that could
have an interest in developing the area is

TNEMC which will, however, continue to

remain by agreement and desire to the
south of Stuart/Kneeland Street. Insti-

tutional development can only considered
in terms of a particular institution, and
no institution has or is expected to show
an interest in locating in the area.
Furthermore, institutions and entertain-
ment do not mix well. Institutional

development in the LaGrange and Avery
Street blocks could accelerate the decline
of entertainment in the area, rather than
stimulating its revival.

Retail

As has been shown, the potential

retail pressure on the area is strong.
Retail development, perhaps with small

galleries, is definitely desirable and
would be perfectly adequate in both com-
pleting the Washington Street/Back Bay
link and in injecting more life into the
area. Much of this retail activity will

be part of a mixed-use air rights develop-
ment. It is therefore proposed that
ground level retail be a part of all

development proposals considered henceforth

Offices

Major office development was tested

in both the LaGrange Street and Avery
Street blocks, and are diagrammatically
shown in Map No. 11. Because of the
problems in acquiring a site of sufficient

size for major office construction, and
the difficulties with accessibility,

shadows, scale and other factors, it is

felt that the sites immediately ajacent to

the Combat Zone are more appropriate for

major new office development.

As indicated on Map No. 18 (in the
Appendix Section of this report), sites

Nos. 6 and 7 are ideal for major office

development. A new office building at

this location can be oriented towards
Summer Street, thereby becoming integrated
into the South Station office district,

and at the same time, producing a substan-
tial and positive impact upon the revitali-

zation of the Combat Zone area. Two
publicly owned but inefficient parking
structures - the Lincoln Street and Kingston
Street garages - would be demolished and
the lost spaces included in the proposed
parking facility on Site No. 5 (Map No. 18).

The city-owned land would be part of the
site assemblages and can also be used to

achieve another important planning goal by
providing the opportunity to complete New
Essex Street, thus meeting the traffic

objectives discussed in the section of the
Appendix entitled 'Movement'.

Entertainment

As has been shown, Lower Washington
Street is an entertainment area. The
goals should be at minimum to save the
existing theatres from demolition and, if

possible, to re-integrate them into a

revitalized entertainment district.

Certainly there is no need to develop new
theatres which would only increase the
competition in a marginal business.
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Key to Housing Proposal Map (No. 12)

New Development:

1. 220 units of housing (230 ft. high)
2. 170 units of housing (75 ft. high)
3. 272 units of housing (290 ft. high)
4. 220 units of housing (250 ft. high)
5. 60 units of housing (65 ft. high)
P. Parking structure
Y. YMCU expansion

Existing Development:

Hotel Touraine
Union Warren Building
Jake Wirth's Restaurant Building
Avery Hotel

Bryant Loft Building

Redevelopment should, however, include
secondary entertainment such as quality
restaurants, discotheques, lounges, etc.

to further reinforce the entertainment
district.

Housing

Housing, especially the Hotel Touraine,
has been identified as a strength of the
area. Housing can also be built in discrete
building elements - small structures,
rehabilitated structures, low-rise, or
high-rise. It can be made to fit the
context. Housing provides 24 hour activity.

Residents will not only provide automatic
surveillance for the area, but will provide
a market for entertainment activities, and
will act as a pressure group to help
reduce the intimidating elements in the
Adult Entertainment District.

There can be little doubt that housing
is a sound and appropriate use for the
area, but is it feasible and would people
want to pay high rents to live in this

part of the City?

New housing has been constructed and
sucessfully marketed on the edge of downtown
Boston e.g., the Waterfront, but with the
exception of Tremont-on-the-Common, no new
housing has been constructed in the heart
of downtown Boston. Amenities that include
the most strategic location in downtown
Boston - on the edge of the Boston Common
and the entertainment district-should be
enough to generate a new market. It is

the sort of residential market which
Greenwich Village has captured - a place
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in the City where both daytime and especially

nighttime activity is maximized. This
unique location for downtown living should
be able to capitalize on some of the
envisioned upsurge in demand for housing
by young professionals. Again, the Hotel

Touraine can be seen as a harbinger of

this trend.

The success of this form of housing
will depend to a large extent on how the
housing environment is designed in this

difficult area, and its relationship or
non-relationship with the adult enter-
tainment uses which, although dwindling at

present, will probably continue to exist

in some form.

Fortunately, the LaGrange Street block is

so organized to provide solutions to these
problems. The three strong uses in the

block, the Hotel Touraine, the YMCU and
the Union Warren building are so disposed
in the block to act as the first building
elements of a 'housing court 1 which would
be isolated from the Adult Entertainment
Zone proper, and would orient onto Tremont
Street and the Boston Common. The rears
of all three of these buildings are rela-

tively interesting architecturally (as
opposed to the usual backs of 19th century
buildings that face onto alleys). This is

an advantage which can be exploited in

the design of a housing court in the
center of the block. Finally, the Hotel

Touraine is ideally situated to act as

both the architectural and residential

anchor to the housing court.

The same principle of discrete housing
elements is also applied to the Avery
Street block. The greater number of

buildings appropriate for retention pose
more difficult design problems in this

block. The proposal shown in the accom-
panying maps and drawings retains most of

these buildings, but it has yet to be
determined whether such a complex integration

of old and new buildings is practical.

The overall design objective has been to

locate two housing towers that enjoy the
view of the Boston Common over the Astor/
Tremont theatre. Since one of the towers
is integrated with the Hotel Avery and the

Bryant loft building, the former could be
converted into housing and the latter into

housing amenity spaces. The housing court
is completed by a low-rise structure along

Boylston Street which requires the demoli-

tion 39 Boylston Street - an action necessary
to relieve the present confining nature of

the internal environment of the block.

Feasibility of the proposals is

analyzed in the next section of this

report. Needless to say, housing is not

the most economic use (as compared to

offices). Although the housing towers
should ideally be low, this particular

location requires a high density to absorb
the significant land costs. Height is

necessary to provide a view as an important
feature of high rent apartment marketing.
Finally, it should be noted that the
schemes shown are only examples of how
housing development may occur. Once
consensus has been achieved on the policy

of housing for this area, many changes and
refinement will take place before any
design is finalized.
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Expansion -of-Chinatown

The development alternatives dis-

cussed so far have concentrated on develop-
ment oriented towards Tremont and Boylston
Streets. This orientation is intentional,

since it is proposed that, at least initially,

development can only be successful by
turning its back on the Combat Zone (the
LaGrange Street block proposal would
preclude any connection to Lower Washington
Street). It is then proposed that Chinatown
be encouraged to expand its boundaries
westward to the extent that it absorbs
both sides of Lower Washington Street as

indicated on Map No. 12. Re-use studies
are currently being carried out by consul-
tants hired by Chinese interests for all

the buildings on the east side of Lower
Washington Street.

By consolidating the area from the
west with new housing and commercial uses,
and from the east by the expansion of

Chinatown, the end result should be an
overall strengthening of the area, in

which case east-west penetrations such as
LaGrange Street can be re-opened.

uses, through the housing development
areas. If the Combat Zone area does
indeed become more oriented to Chinese
uses, then the same pedestrian has the
choice of either a short-cut to Park Plaza

etc., or a direct route to Chinatown-
dominated Lower Washington Street. This
route would then serve as a major entry to

Chinatown from Upper Washington Street (at

present, most visitors find their way to

Chinatown through a maze of back streets

east of Washington Street).

Finally, the development of new
housing and new commercial uses, coupled
with the expansion of Chinatown, should
encourage the conversion of many of the
existing loft type buildings to housing.
The Landmark Boylston building is a prime
example of a building with emply upper
floors that is waiting for regeneration of

the area to begin, in order to be converted
and put on the market for housing.

It is important that the Chinatown
expansion, the housing and commercial
development and the fluctuations of the
Combat Zone can all proceed independently,
otherwise the problems of coordinating
disparate interests become too complex.
For example, at the junction of Avery
Street and Washington Streets, it is

proposed that pedestrians be given the
choice of by-passing the Combat Zone by
means of a route, reinforced with retail
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IMPLEMENTATION

However desirable housing uses may be
in the Lower Washington Street Area, it

must be shown that the proposal makes
economic, marketing and practical sense if

it is to be seriously promoted as public

policy. This section will explore first

the economic and phasing constraints
within which housing must be built, and
will then suggest some of the tools

available to the City that may be useful

in promoting the proposal. It must be
emphasized again that the particular
housing scheme proposed is only an example
there may be many other designs which
could equally well satisfy the objectives

proposed for the area - but it does show
what is possible and does represent a

specific proposal which can be tested.

Economic feasibility and phasing

Economic feasibility is a function of

the relationship between building costs,

rent levels, the market (occupancy factors)
and land costs. The housing market is

discussed in greater detail in the appendix
of this report. Assuming the market is

available at a particular rent level, then
building costs and rents are constants at

any one time in all new housing construction
The almost inevitable gap between income
and debt service, management charges,
taxes, etc. can often be mitigated by
various subsidy and mortgage insurance
programs. The major variable in evaluating
economic feasibility then becomes the cost
of the land.

Map No. 13 shows the appraised land

and building costs of selected parcels in

the area. These appraisals were carried

out by members of the BRA Real Property
Department; they are not formal appraisals

but represent the best estimates guided by
recent sales in the area and experience.
It can be seen that per square foot costs

vary considerably from $18/sq. ft. for a

surface parking lot in the LaGrange
Street block to $142/sq. ft. for the Avery
Hotel

.

Housing development in this Lower
Washington Street area must be phased. In

general, no more than 200 to 300 units

should be put onto the market at any one
time. The first phase is critical because
it pioneers a new development area. Only
if this phase is successful will developers
pursue the next phase. Similarly, each
subsequent phase depends on the success of

the previous phase.

The first suggested phase is shown on
Map No. 14. The proposed housing tower of

220 units and 230 ft. height capitalizes

on the environment of the Hotel Touraine
and the YMCU, physically cuts off the
Combat Zone and exploits the availability

of the open land in the middle of the
block. The land assembly necessary is

estimated at $740,000, which translates

into a land assembly cost of $3,363 per
housing unit - well within the realms of

feasibilty. In general, land assembly
costs of between $3,000 and $5,000 per
unit can be assumed as possible, although
$5,000 would presuppose the highest rents

and thus the most marketable of locations.
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It is safer to assume an absorption factor
of around $3,000 per unit in the innovative
location of the Lower Washington Street
Area. MHFA, for example, looks for an
absorption factor of around $3,000 per
unit when evaluating proposals for financing

A parking garage is proposed at the
rear of the housing tower to accommodate
both the parking needs of the apartment
residents and to at least replace the loss

of parking from the open parking lots on
which the new development would be built.

The feasibility of the parking garage has
not been evaluated, but it is assumed that
it could be self-sustaining, given the
generally low land costs in this particular
area of around $16/sq. ft. Finally, the
rearmost portion of the YMCU, which is

primarily locker rooms, would have to be
acquired. It is proposed that the YMCU
replace and expand its facilities on the
available parcels abutting the YMCU on
Boylston Street.

In phase two (Map No. 15) 170 units
are proposed in a 6 story low-rise element
which would complete the housing court.
The land costs of $550,000 translates into

an absorption factor of $3,235 per unit.

Also 25,000 sq. ft. of retail is proposed
which could absorb a further $200,000
worth of land. This may be necessary, as

none of the land costs include demolition

and possible relocation costs.

The housing tower in phase three (Map
No. 16) includes 272 units and is 290 ft.

high. As the first phase in this block,

it would extend development and build from
the strength of Lafayette Place immediately
to the north. It is assumed the Bryant
Loft building and at least parts of the
two buildings between the tower and
Washington Street, together with the Avery
Hotel, are included in the development.
Without the Avery Hotel, the land cost is

$900,000, or an absorption factor of

$3,272 per unit.

Phase four, which completes the
housing development and is shown on Map
No. 17 includes a housing tower of 250 ft.

height and 220 units, and a low-rise
element of 60 units. The land assembly
costs are $1,225,000 and the absorption
factor is $4,375 per unit - the highest of

all four phases. By phase 4, however, the
success of housing will have been demon-
strated and there should be greater flexi-

bility in land absorption costs.

Phases three and four include 45,000
sq. ft. of retail which further absorbs
$360,000 worth of land to offset demolition,

relocation and the high phase 4 land

costs. Also it should be noted that the
towers exploit the view to the Boston
Common over the low roof of the Tremont/Astor
Theatre, a necessary design factor to

assist in the marketing of the development.

This brief analysis shows that the
housing/retail developments proposed are
theoretically feasible. The practical

business of putting up housing is much
more difficult, especially in this location.

For example, private land assemblage and
speculation can push up asking prices, and
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there are construction premiums to be paid
for building in this very tight knit

physical environment. It is only realistic

to expect at least some form of City
cooperation and sponsorship if developers
are to be attracted to housing construction
in this area.

Available Implementation Tools

The City can help both new development
and rehabilitation in a number of ways: by
land assemblage (Urban Renewal, Chapter
121B), tax incentives (limited dividend
corporation, Chapter 121A), zoning variances
(Planned Development Area) and public
improvements, which in extreme cases can
become an integral part of the development
if the public interest is served. In

addition, assistance can be provided by
the City in securing rehabilitation loans

for small businesses from the Small Business
Administration, tax incentives, and assis-
tance from the Boston Redevelopment Authority
to owners in preparing rehabilitation

plans and cost estimates.

The other major incentive the City
could offer is public improvements (121A
and zoning variances would be a part of a

development package in this area, almost
as a matter of course). Public plazas and
parking facilities could be built by the
City and such construction can have the
side effect of reducing the amount of land
that a developer has to absorb.

Eminent domain powers and public
improvements incentives should only be
employed if entirely private development
is clearly infeasible, which has yet to be
determined. The next step will be to

explore the suggested development proposals
with development interests. If it proves
impossible to stimulate private developer
interest then the BRA could make a deter-
mination whether eminent domain should be
initiated and whether a program of capital

public improvements should be planned and
funded.

The LaGrange Street block is part of

the Park Plaza Stage 2 Urban Renewal Plan.
Before Stage 2 can be implemented a plan
has to be submitted to the State with a

formal Environment Impact Statement for
the State's approval - similar to the
procedure completed for Stage 1 . On
approval, the BRA could then excercise
eminent domain powers for land assemblage.
Developer's kits could be prepared and
proposals solicted from developer/architect
teams.
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A SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Because of increased development
pressure on the Lower Washington Street
Area, the BRA is proposing a develop-
ment program that takes advantage of and
reinforces the area's many positive
attributes.

The Lower Washington Street Area's
most important asset is it's prime location

in the heart of the downtown. It is

immediately accessible to retail stores,
theaters, movie houses, the Common,
public transportation, Tufts-New England
Medical Center, the financial district and
the restaurants, shops and celebrations in

Chinatown. After studying several alter-

native land uses for new development in

the area, a complex, multi-layered develop-
ment program is proposed with two major
components: the construction of new
housing, and the expansion of Chinatown.

serve as the major catalyst for other
new and rehabilitated development in

the area;

function as the crucial link that joins

Lafayette Place and the Washington
Street retail district together with
Park Plaza and the Back Bay;

by virture of its scale, relatively

small building components, and
design flexibility, knit together the
area's many historically and archi-
tecturally important buildings; and

by providing 24-hour market for the
soon-to-be refurbished movie houses
on Washington Street and the variety
of nighttime activities in the Theatre
District, will tie them all together
into a single, extended entertainment
area.

The Expansion of Chinatown

New Housing

New, medium to high housing with
lower floor commercial activity will be
located on predominately vacant land in

the middle of the LaGrange and Avery
Street blocks. New housing and retail in

these two blocks will:

In addition to the construction of

new housing, the development program
also encourages the expansion of

Chinatown in a westerly direction to

include both sides of Lower Washington
Street. The extension of the Chinese
community's boundaries:
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provides additional residential,
manufacturing and commercial space
to meet the needs of its growing
population;

integrates Chinatown visibly and
directly into the downtown area,
providing an expanded market for
Chinese restaurant and retail

businesses;

creates an atmosphere and environ-
ment, in conjunction with the new
housing, retail and theaters activities

that reinforces the dense and
spirited character of the area.

The combination of new housing and
retail development and the expansion of
Chinatown not only takes advantage of a
wide range of urban activities, but inte-
grates them into what can become the
livliest and most intense neighborhood in

Boston

.
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APPENDIX

PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT

Map No. 10 (Hard/Soft Map) identifies

five development sites which are peripheral

to, but could have an impact on, the Lower
Washington Street Area. Map No. 18 shows
new development on these sites which would
be compatible with the overall planning
goals for this part of the City.

Site No. 1 is Parcel C-4,-5, and -6

in the South Cove Urban Renewal Area, and
is currently a surface parking lot.

Located in the heart of the Theatre District,

its development is essential both to

eliminate an eyesore and to generate more
theater related uses. Consultants have
been hired by the BRA to recommend proposals
for this site. General development guide-
lines require that the ground floor use of

any development proposal for the site be
devoted to theater-related uses, such as

quality restaurants, which would be comple-
mented by the public improvements surrounding
the parcel. Site No. 4 would be a natural

extension of the Lafayette Place shopping
complex. This would require the demolition

of the Hayward Place mechanical parking
garage, and the parking spaces lost could

be replaced in a new, more efficient

structure on Site No. 5, owned by Boston
Edison. The new sub-station constructed
on the Boston Edison property was in fact

designed to support an air-r>ights parking
structure. The Lafayette Place expansion
down Washington Street and a parking
structure on the Boston Edison property
are goals endorsed by the developers of

Lafayette Place, would consolidate develop-
ment to the Avery Street Block, and would
rationalize parking in the area. As
previously mentioned in the Development
Alternatives section, Sites 6 and 7 are

excellent for a major office development.

MOVEMENT

Pedestrian Environment

The Lower Washington Street area is

one of the areas best served by the subway
system, again due to its straegic location

in the City. Both the Green Line and the
Orange Line have stops within a hundred
yards of each other and between the LaGrangc
and Avery Street blocks. Also the pedes-
trians walking between Back Bay/Park Plaza

and the Washington Street retail area must
traverse these blocks if they wish to take

the shortest route. The T stops and the

route connections generate very heavy
pedestrian movement in the area.

Map No. 19 shows how the proposed
development could provide alternative and,
in some cases, more direct connections for

the pedestrian through the two blocks.
The intent would be to provide a series of

courts and arcades within the blocks,
fronted by retail and entertainment uses.

It is not proposed to create major retail

malls but rather modern equivalents to

Boston's traditional alley's and spaces
such as Spring Lane.
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Traffic

Housing uses, especially downtown, do
not generate significant amounts of vehicular
traffic. Also no major new commercial
parking facilities are proposed and so it

is assumed that the traffic load on the
streets adjoining and through the Lower
Washington Street Area will not be adversely
increased.

When peripheral developments are
taken into account, however, especially in

the Church Green Area and when it is

considered that revitalization of the
entertainment and Chinatown will inevitably

increase visitors to this part of the
City, longer range traffic planning must
be considered.

Map No. 20 shows the presently planned
traffic system from South Station to

Arlington Street. The primary traffic

constrictions are in the east/west flow.

The implementation of the Downtown Freedom
Mall (auto-restricted zone) and Lafayette
Place will push this flow onto the already
overloaded Essex and Stuart/Kneeland
Streets. Also the creation of an auto-
free zone in Park Plaza will require an
awkward movement for westbound traffic

around Charles/Boylston/Arlington Streets
to St. James Street.

The development of the Church Green
Area will provide an opportunity for
dramatically rationalizing this east/west
movement and is shown on Map No. 21.

Boylston/Essex could be reversed providing

a straight shot movement west from South
Station to Back Bay and the eastbound
movement would continue to be accomodated
by Stuart/Kneeland Streets. The reversal
of Essex Street would be made possible by
the construction of a new westbound route
from South Station to Tremont Street
through the Church Green Area and this

street could be built as part of the
general development plan for the area.
Positive side effects would be the extension
of the Downtown Freedom Mall and the
closing of Bedford Street. Before this

scheme is proved entirely feasible,

further study is necessary to evaluate the
impact of reversing Boylston Street at the
western end of Back Bay. It is suggested
that transportation planning work continue
to explore the Boylston/Essex reversal,
especially as development for the Church
Green Area comes closer to a reality.

HOUSING DEMAND

The Private Market

The market for downtown living space
has been growing for the last decade, due
to the increased numbers of single, childless
professionals who prefer an urban environment
and immediate proximity to jobs and essential
services. These urban professionals place
a premium on location, low maintenance,
and unusual, well-designed living quarters.

Tremont-on-the-Common anticipated by
some years this downtown living trend,
which has been gaining momentum ever
since. Harbor Towers and the residential

conversions of the wharf structures along
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United States

Number of people (in millions)

Reaching age 30, in each five

year period 1900 through 2005
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the Waterfront illustrate this continually
expanding market. There is every reason
to believe that the market for additional

downtown living space for urban professionals
primarily between 25 and 40 years old and
earning from $15,000 to $30,000 per year -

is strong and growing. This age and
income group is now a significant portion
of Boston's total population, and is

expected to increase with the children of

the post-war baby boom and from Boston's
continued economic expansion (see Chart
A). The location should also appeal to

corporations wishing to have accessible,

continually available quarters for visiting

clients or personnel on extended stays in

Boston.

The following is a breakdown by age,
family structure and occupation of the
tenants in Tremont-on-the-Common:

Age breakdown of residents

Ages 25-45
Ages 45-65
Over 65

44%
38%
10%

Family structure:

Single-living alone
Married
Family

75%
18%
3%

Occupations :

Professionals
Merchants
Non- Professionals
Retired
Other (students)
Unknown

Special Markets

52%
12%
13%
9%
3%
11%

A substantial demand for additional

housing exists in the Lower Washington
Street Area -from the Chinese community,
from the Tufts-New England Medical Center,
and from the private market.

The Chinese Community

Chart B includes comparative Chinatown
statistics showing the relationship between
population increase, income levels and
housing repairs. The 1970 Census indicates

that 98 percent of the housing units in

Chinatown are overcrowded, compared to 7

percent citywide. Mass Pike Towers and
Tai Tung Village have a combined waiting

list of more than 2,000 people, about
three-quarters of whom are Chinese. The
new Quincy Towers, containing 172 units

for the elderly and handicapped, has a

waiting list of almost 200 people for the

low-income units. At this time, it appears
that the housing demand from the Chinese
community is primarily for subsidized
housing, but there is reason to believe

that if attractive market housing were
available close to Chinatown, many Chinese
families who have moved to the suburbs
might return to live in the downtown area.
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COMPARATIVE STATISTICS - CHINATOWN/SOUTH COVE

Population

Total 1975 (estimate)

Total 1970

Change from 1960 to

1975

Total Chinese 1970

South Cove Beach Street District City

1,900 900 2,800 637,986

750 900 1,650 639,657

-400 +200 -200

700 900 1,600

Income

Median Family

Percentage of

Families with annual
income less than $5,000

$ 5,100

48%

$ 5,100 $ 5,800

48% 48%

$ 9,133

22%

Housing

Total Dwelling Units

Units Needing Rehab
in excess of $1,000
(1975)

Owner-occupied

584

N/A

N/A

250

50-75%

48

834

N/A

N/A

232,856

67,102

27%

CHART B
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Tufts-New England Medical Center

In addition to the demand from the
Chinese community, Tufts-New England
Medical Center has projected a need for

500 units of student housing, resulting

both from the expansion of their teaching
programs and from the potential phasing
out of Posner Hall Dormitory. There is no
estimate at the moment for the number of

TNEMC medical and clerical staff who would
choose to live nearby if suitable housing
were available.
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